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Overview

MetaDefender Drive provides an advanced analysis solution in a USB form factor that embeds 
multiple anti-malware engines and OPSWAT file-based vulnerability detection capabilities. 
MetaDefender Drive is able to quickly and easily boot into any suspicious (x86/x64 based 
architecture) device in an organization. After analysis is complete MetaDefender Drive provides 
a comprehensive report on the state of the device without modifying the underlying filesystem 
leaving it at rest.
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Key Features

No software installation required

Supports online and offline machines, e.g. air-gapped networks.

Supports Windows, macOS, Linux

Supports Full and Partial path processing

Included device integrity check (all Editions)

Includes multi-scanning commercial anti-malware packages (number of engines based 
on Edition)

Includes File-Based Vulnerability Analysis (patented) (available on select Editions)

Includes Data Loss Protection (available on select Editions)

Report generated as PDF, Text, and JSON

Works with OPSWAT Central Management
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Supports Encrypted Disks

MetaDefender Drive can unlock encrypted hard disks if the decryption/recovery keys are made 
available.

MetaDefender Drive supports the following full disk encryption technologies:

Windows BitLocker: How to Unlock BitLocker

macOS FileVault (Experimental)

LUKS (Linux Unified Key System)
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1. Getting Started with MetaDefender Drive

MetaDefender Drive offers a Setup Wizard during the first use. This Getting Started section 
covers this setup.

System Requirements

PCs: Windows® 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Macs: Intel Based Macs from 2006 to 2017
Linux: Debian 5 based (or newer), RHEL 6 based (or newer)
Minimum 4GB of RAM.
USB Type A port. USB Type C is not supported.

Boot from MetaDefender Drive

Turn OFF your target device.

Insert MetaDefender Drive into the device's USB Type A port.

Turn ON the target device and enter the BIOS.

Select the USB as the boot option, exit and save settings within the BIOS.

Alternatively some BIOS' allow for one-time boot from a selected drive, this may vary 
based on the target system you are trying to process
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Establish Internet Connectivity (optional)

If you do not currently have an active internet connection, then you will be prompted to 
establish one via the Fix Internet button.

If you are in an offline environment, then you may continue without an internet 
connection but will have to skip upgrading the Drive to its latest version, in addition to 
providing engine updates via the offline workflow.
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Upgrade Drive Software

Once an Internet connection has been established, the MetaDefender Drive will check to 
make sure its software is on the most current version.

It is highly recommended that you upgrade your MetaDefender Drive if prompted.

In the event you are using the MetaDefender Drive in an offline environment, you can 
use the Skip Update button.
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License Remediation

MetaDefender Drive will attempt to resolve its license automatically. However, if it cannot find a 
license it will prompt you to remediate

If you were provided with an Activation Key through OPSWAT accounting, then you can 
click Manual Input and enter it at the prompt (as shown below)

If you were NOT provided with an Activation Key you can check your internet 
connectivity and click the Check for License button again

If MetaDefender Drive still does not accept your Activation Key or self-discover its 
license. Then please contact OPSWAT Support

https://www.opswat.com/support
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End User License Agreement

Upon first use the MetaDefender Drive will ask you to accept the terms of usage.

You cannot continue using MetaDefender Drive without accepting OPSWAT EULA.

Update Engines

MetaDefender Drive will automatically update if an active internet connection is enabled.

You may see a message "Require engines are initializing" at the bottom of the dialog. 
MetaDefender Drive requires a minimum subset of internal drives to function, you must 
wait for this to finish to perform even a minimal scan.

It is highly recommended that you update your engines regularly via an online 
connection or using Update Downloader for Offline Environment.
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Engine definitions are persistent on the MetaDefender Drive. Subsequent scans after 
successful update will be performed with the latest definitions, for both online and 
offline deployments.

Disk Status & Remediation

MetaDefender Drive will auto detect each partition and file system on the target device.

MetaDefender Drive will then attempt to determine if the Disk is encrypted, then 
determine if it already knows the decryption key.

If MetaDefender Drive cannot determine an encryption key it will allow the user to know 
its most-likely classification of the encryption system and provide steps to unlock that 
Drive based on encryption type.

Enter password

Enter Bitlocker recovery key

If MetaDefender Drive determines the drive is unencrypted then it will simply mount it 
and display it as Ready.

Finally, you must click Continue to move onto scanning the target device.
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2. Processing Your Device

Configuring the Scan

Full Device Processing scans all disks that are mounted and unlocked. Press the Start 
button to immediately begin processing your device.

Custom Processing enables quicker operation with user-defined selections. Press the 
Select button to choose:

a subset of files to scan

a subset of processing (i.e. device integrity, malware analysis, vulnerability)
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Scan in Progress

The MetaDefender Drive processes every file on the underlying system (assuming encryption 
keys have been provided, and no other access barriers are present).

Each file is submitted to the embedded MetaDefender system on the MetaDefender Drive to 
process the file with a variety of antivirus, vulnerability, and utility engines. Time Remaining is a 
best guess based on previous rate of processing, and file size, and may update as processing 
continues. Once the scan has finished the user may click on View Report and see the scan 
results.

This stage can take from several minutes to several hours.
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3. Results & Reporting

Results Dashboard

MetaDefender Drive will provide a summary of the scan results (shown below), and any 
problems found during scanning. The drop down menu toggles between summaries of 
Potentially Infected Files, Potentially Vulnerable Files, and Files with Data Loss Risk. The hash 
identifier is the file name of of the locally persisted report file.

Potentially Infected Files

Potentially Vulnerable Files
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Files with Data Loss Risk

Report File

Once processing has finished you will be instructed that a final report has been written and its 
location on the NTFS "MetaDefender Drive" partition under /reports.

Persisting the report to the external partition is required to make sure data is not lost once the 
target system is powered off and MetaDefender Drive is removed.
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Remote Report File using Central Management

If MetaDefender Drive is configured with OPSWAT Central Management, then press Sync All 
Reports to the send the report to OPSWAT Central Management.

In OPSWAT Central Management you can select and view all the reports associated with an 
individual MetaDefender Drive.
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4. Settings & Preferences

The Settings button in the upper right hand corner (shown as red circle in image below) of the 
MetaDefender Drive dashboard provides customization and configuration for:

OPSWAT Central Management

License Remediation

Preferences (including Reports, Language, and Storage)

Software Updates

License Renewal

You can deactivate, renew, and add a new license to a MetaDefender Drive through the 
License settings menu.
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Localization

MetaDefender Drive provides localization in several languages

English

French

Dutch

German

Italian

Japanese

Chinese

Vietnamese

Hebrew

Polish

Korean

Please select the Settings button in the upper right hand corner of the MetaDefender Drive UI. 
Then select Edit under the Preferences tab. Finally, select the appropriate language under 
Select a language dialog.
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5. Working with OPSWAT Central Management

Connecting MetaDefender Drive to OPSWAT Central Management provides many benefits to 
your organization.

Centralize all collected reports on Central Management

Set a comprehensive policy around settings in one location for all MetaDefender Drives

Export reports in PDF/TXT from Central Management

First deploy OPSWAT Central Management within your organization using the following 
instructions OPSWAT Central Management v7

Within the MetaDefender Drive that you would like to manage, enter the Central Management 
URL and Registration Code (Found in Central Management) within the dialog shown below.

Clicking Connect will change the yellow indicator to green indicating this MetaDefender Drive is 
syncing with OPSWAT Central Management.

For more info on how to manage MetaDefender Drive within OPSWAT Central Management, 
please refer to Managing MetaDefender Drive

https://onlinehelp.opswat.com/centralmgmtv7/
https://onlinehelp.opswat.com/centralmgmtv7/3.11._Managing_MetaDefender_Drive.html
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6. Advanced Usage

Offline Activation

MetaDefender Drive provides full functionality in an offline environment. As a result the 
license activation process is designed to be possible through an air-gapped 
environment. Assuming the drive is kept in an isolated area without network access, and 
a low-security system sits on the low-side with internet access. The following steps will 
allow you to activate your MetaDefender Drive in an offline environment.

Insert MetaDefender Drive in Low-Security System.

Obtain Deployment ID:
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Navigate to the  NTFS partition "MetaDefender Drive"

Under the  sits a file called , this is your root of the partition  "deployment_id.txt"
MetaDefender Drive deployment ID

Please look for the  for  OPSWAT invoice provided with the activation key
MetaDefender Drive

Open this file and copy the alphanumeric string to your clipboard
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Request an License File for Offline Activation:

Navigate to "portal.opswat.com", and using the credentials you setup during the login 
sales process

Select "License Activation"

Ensure MetaDefender Package reads "MetaDefender Core v4.x - All packages"

Enter your Deployment ID in the given field

Enter  in the given fieldyour Activation Key

Click "Request Unlock Key"

Download License File:

Click "Download Unlock Key"
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You should receive a file with called "<Deployment ID>.yml"

Copy License File to MetaDefender Drive:
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Move the <Deployment ID>.yml file into the air-gapped area where the 
MetaDefender Drive you want to license is located

Insert MetaDefender Drive into system

Copy <Deployment ID>.yml into the  folder on the "license" NTFS partition 
"MetaDefender Drive"

Rename the <Deployment ID>.yml to "license.yml" within the  folder on the  "license"
NTFS partition "MetaDefender Drive"

Eject the MetaDefender Drive

Boot MetaDefender Drive:

Insert MetaDefender Drive into target system to be processed

Boot MetaDefender Drive via BIOS (see Quick Start guide for more details see Getting 
)Started with MetaDefender Drive
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If MetaDefender Drive reaches the "Update" phase of usage then the license has 
been accepted!

Offline updates

Updating MetaDefender Drive Software

Download and Extract MetaDefender Drive Creator

Navigate to  and download MetaDefender Drive Creator for the portal.opswat.com
appropriate environment

Unzip the package

Execute MetaDefender Drive Creator

http://portal.opswat.com
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Launch the MetaDefender Drive Creator

NOTE: MetaDefender Drive Creator will only image official OPSWAT hardware.
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Image the Drive
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Acknowledge the warning about data loss

Once MetaDefender Drive is finished successfully it is ready for use.

Updating Engine Definitions

MetaDefender Drive can receive engine updates online, if connected to the internet, or offline, 
via file based definition updates. Online updates is done automatically when MetaDefender 
Drive has a valid internet connection. This document will provide step by step instructions on 
how to update definitions in an offline environment by making us of the OPSWAT product: 
Update Downloader for Offline Environment

Download and Install Update Downloader for Offline Environment

 

Navigate to portal.opswat.com and download Update Downloader for Offline 
Environment for the appropriate environment
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Install  on instruction at Update Downloader for Offline Environment https://onlinehelp.
opswat.com/downloader/

Once installed you will need to copy the "license.yml" file from the /license folder on the 
partition MetaDefender Drive and upload it to Update Downloader for Offline 

under Settings→LicenseEnvironment 

Double check that the appropriate engines are updating in Update Downloader for 
Offline Environment

Download Update Package for MetaDefender Drive

Download the appropriate .zip for MetaDefender Drive

Extract this .zip into /update/defs/ folder on the NTFS partition MetaDefender Drive. 
Make sure to place each engine.yml and engine.zip file is in the root of /update/defs/ . 
Delete any files that are not .zip or .yml

Eject MetaDefender Drive

Reboot System under MetaDefender Drive

Insert and boot system under MetaDefender Drive

MetaDefender Drive should notice new offline update packages. If it does not click 
"Check for Local Updates" on the engine update page to initiate update manually.

After update scan will continue as normal

Permanently unlock BitLocker

OPSWAT MetaDefender Drive allows users with BitLocker protection on their systems to 
run a scan on their protected drives.

All the instructions are available on the MetaDefender Drive itself in case the user doesn’
t have access to the internet.

How can I tell if a drive is encrypted with BitLocker?

OPSWAT MetaDefender Drive will let users know during the scan if one or more of their 
volumes are encrypted with BitLocker.

Upon detecting BitLocker encryption, OPSWAT MetaDefender Drive will display a 
notification in the lower-right corner of the screen, detailing the steps needed to unlock 
their drives.

https://onlinehelp.opswat.com/downloader/
https://onlinehelp.opswat.com/downloader/
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Unlocking Bitlocker using a Recovery Key File

To unlock the BitLocker encrypted volumes for use with OPSWAT MetaDefender Drive, 
users must   boot into Windows and then insert the OPSWAT MetaDefender Drive.

Depending on the version of Windows (pre-Windows 10 Creators Edition or Windows 10 
Creators Edition and later) users will either see three removable disk volumes appear 
under ‘This PC’labeled “MetaDefender Drive”, “...” and “USB Drive” (Windows 10 
Creators Edition and later), or one single volume labeled “MetaDefender Drive” (pre-
Windows 10 Creators Edition).
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To unlock their drives, users must open “This PC” (or “My Computer”, depending on the 
version of Windows), right click on the encrypted drive icons with the locked yellow 
padlock icon, click "Unlock Drive" and provide the Password.
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Once the encrypted drive has been unlocked, the user should  to the navigate
 volume"MetaDefender Drive"

Next,  to the  folder within the "MetaDefender Drive" volumenavigate "tools"
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Users should then see three files:  (used to unlock your “unlock_bitlocker.bat"
BitLocker drives),  (a Windows PowerShell script utilized by “unlock_bitlocker.ps1”
bitlocker.bat), and  (instructions on how to unlock BitLocker encryption for "README.txt"
a diagnostic scan).

Right click on and select the , “unlock_bitlocker.bat” "Run as administrator" option
which should trigger an , to which the administrator rights elevation prompt to appear
User should click  to allow the script to proceed.“Yes”
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Once the script has run, a file named  will appear in the , “bitlocker.key” "tools"
indicating to users that they are ready to run a scan.
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1.  

2.  

If all the above steps have been followed correctly, and BitLocker is unlocked, the next 
time users start a scan they should notice that the BitLocker encryption notification 
on the lower-right does not appear and that files from their encrypted volumes are 
successfully being scanned.

Pre-configured Settings

The product supports partly automated in order to help reduce user interaction.

The automation can be split to two steps on a high level:

Pre-configuration

Automation

1. Pre-configuration

We setup the desired configurations following the INI file format:

file name: mdd_ignition.ini

file path: MetaDefender Drive/conf

INI files are simple text files with a basic structure composed of sections, keys, and 
properties

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/INI_file

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/INI_file
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Sections, Keys and Properties are case sensitive

If there are duplicated Keys defined, the latest property is used

Section Key

eula accepted
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key

engine required
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key

report json

pdf

txt

disk <driveID>

EXAMPLE

Disk3

Please access to  to gain the information regarding to disksDisk Status & Remediation
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key

scan full
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key

paths
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Section Key
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Section Key
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Section Key

useDeviceIntegrity

useMultiscan

useVulnerability

useDlp

shutdownAfter

2. Automation

After setup the pre-configuration for example as below:

[eula]
accepted=true
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[engine]
required=all
 
; -p[censored]: please input password to decrypt Luks there
[disk]
Disk3=-eLuks (Password) -p[censored]
 
[scan]
paths=/media/Disk1,/media/Disk2
useMultiscan=true
useVulnerability=true
 
[report]
json=false
pdf=true
txt=false

We could have an automation process from EULA accepted screen to waiting for all required 
engines be activated, then auto decrypt Disk3 with provided password and finally start the 
custom scan automatically. Lets see!

And the report formats is setting according to our pre-configuration except json still checked (of 
course, because it’s not allowed to change json)mdd_ignition.mp4

http://sf-small-conf.us.opswat.com:8090/download/attachments/6064857/mdd_ignition.mp4?version=1&modificationDate=1589618473828&api=v2
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7. Troubleshooting Your Drive

Having trouble with your MetaDefender Drive? This section covers basic troubleshooting for the 
MetaDefender Drive.

System Requirements

MetaDefender Drive supports popular operating systems running on an x86 or x64 processor 
architectures, including both Intel and AMD based processors.

System Requirements

PCs: Windows® 7, 8, 8.1, 10
Macs: Intel Based Macs from 2006 to 2017
Linux: Debian 5 based (or newer), RHEL 6 based (or newer)
Minimum 4GB of RAM.
USB Type A port. USB Type C is not supported.

MetaDefender Drive does not support ARM or RISC based processor systems.

Rebooting after Unintended Stop

If the MetaDefender Drive is disconnected from the target device during the engine definition 
update phase, there may be definition file corruption occurring on the drive's partition where 
definitions are stored. Usually, rebooting the system will correctly restart the update process 
and recover. In rare cases you may need to contact OPSWAT Customer Success if your 
engines do not come back online.

MetaDefender Drive performs scanning of the drives in read-only mode so the target computer 
drives are not affected at all by unexpected shutdowns during the scan. However, the current 
scanning process will not be able to continue due to unexpected behavior on file analyst 
results.
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Restoring MetaDefender Drive

If a MetaDefender Drive is failing to boot, or seems to be corrupted, then you can restore it in 
several methods:

Check for Updates: If your MetaDefender Drive still boots you can check for an update 
to the Drive software by going to Settings→Update and clicking "Check for Updates".

You will need an active internet connection.

Once the update has downloaded you can click Update and reboot the drive to 
see the upgrade take effect.

GRUB Restore to Factory: If your MetaDefender Drive boots to GRUB you can select 
the second option "Restore to Factory" to rollback to a known version of the 
MetaDefender Drive software.

MetaDefender Drive Creator: If your MetaDefender Drive is non-functional or you do 
not have access to an internet connection you can download the MetaDefender Drive 
Creator on . On a windows system run the Creator executable and portal.opswat.com
allow it to flash your existing MetaDefender Drive hardware.

Creator will only restore official OPSWAT hardware.

You will lose all reports so we recommend copying the /reports folder contents to 
an existing file system.

You are also recommended to copy the license file at /license to an existing file 
system.

Generate a Support Package

If you continue experiencing a problem with MetaDefender Drive then please use the option 
Generate Support Package. This will take a moment and generate a Support Package file on 
the MetaDefender Drive partition. Please open a ticket at opswat.com/support and provide the 
Support Package file.

http://portal.opswat.com
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8. Release Notes

3.2.0 
MetaDefender 
Drive

6 May, 2020

This is a feature release

New Features

Addition of 
Proactive DLP

This addition allows for the detection of not only malware and software 
vulnerabilities, but also personally identifying information (PII) such as 
social security numbers, credit cards, and custom patterns.

New Language 
Updates

MetaDefender Drive is now available in Polish and Korean along with 
English, Vietnamese, Hebrew, French, Dutch, German, Italian, Japanese, 
and Chinese.

Fixed

Fixed issue 
with Bitlocker 
Decryption

Decrypting Bitlocker using a physical file was not working as intended. 
This has been corrected in this release.

Fixed LVM2 
Support

Fixed issue where LVM partitions were being modified or renamed by MD 
Drive. Now the partitions are read only and not modified.

Better 
Japanese Font

Previous editions used a less functional font for the Japanese character 
set. This font has been corrected, and a more suitable replacement has 
been integrated.
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9. Legal

Copyright

MetaDefender Export Classification

Copyright

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

OPSWAT Inc. makes no representation or warranties, either express or implied by or with 
respect to anything in this document, and shall not be liable for any implied warranties of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or for any indirect special or consequential 
damages.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

OPSWAT, OESIS, Metascan, Metadefender, AppRemover and the OPSWAT logo are 
trademarks and registered trademarks of OPSWAT, Inc. All other trademarks, trade names and 
images mentioned and/or used herein belong to their respective owners.

No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted, in 
any form or by any means (photocopying, recording or otherwise) without prior written consent 
of OPSWAT Inc. No patent liability is assumed with respect to the use of the information 
contained herein. While every precaution has been taken in the preparation of this publication, 
OPSWAT Inc. assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions. This publication and features 
described herein are subject to change without notice.

MetaDefender Export Classification

MetaDefender United States Export Classification Number (ECCN) is 5D002, subparagraph c.1

Exports and re-exports of MetaDefender are subject to U.S. export controls and sanctions 
administered by the Commerce Department’s Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) under the 
U.S. Export Administration Regulations (EAR).

This page provides export control information on MetaDefender. MetaDefender provides 
encryption features that are subject to the EAR and other U.S. laws. These features have been 
approved for export from the United States, subject to certain requirements and limitations. You 
may find the information on this page useful for determining exportability to particular countries 
or parties, and for completing export or shipping documentation, recordkeeping, or post-
shipment reporting.
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Although we provide the information on this page, you remain responsible for exporting or re-
exporting MetaDefender in accordance with U.S. law. We encourage you to seek appropriate 
legal advice and/or consult the EAR and the BIS Information Technology Controls Division 
before exporting, re-exporting, or distributing MetaDefender. The information provided here is 
subject to change without notice.
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